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About Our Client
Participation and the Practice 
of Rights (PPR) aims to make a 
real social and economic change 
in the community. PPR supports 
marginalised groups through the 
use of a practical and a unique 
human rights based approach to 
tackle the social and economic 
challenges they experience.

“It’s the way human rights work 
should be, but isn’t, done” - Mary 
Robinson Inez McCormick was 
a Northern Irish trade union 
leader and human rights activist, 
she went on to found PPR in 
2006. She was an internationally 
renowned and hugely influential 
human rights and trade union 
activist.

#123GP is a mental health 
activist group within PPR. Their 
overall goal is to help equip GP’s 

with mental health expertise to 
support the ever increasing need 
in the community. 
The campaign calls on The Health 
And Social Care Board within 
Northern Ireland to encourage 
GP’s to access the funds for 
mental health counselling.

PPR are very passionate about 
providing people with a voice 
who are directly affected. 66% 
of GP’s draw funding down from 
the board, the main objective is 
for the other 33% of GP’s to draw 
down funding.



We will make this 
video 60 –90 seconds 
to keep it concise 
yet still reinforce the 
overall message of 
the campaign. 

Statistics will be 
the key facts in 
the creation ofthis 
project. The motion 
graphic will display 
each county within 
Northern Ireland, 
showcasing how 
many practices 
offer the service. 
We will showcase 
this through visual 
storyboards in the 
pitch meeting.

Promotional 
Campaign Video

We will create a 
promotional video for 
the campaign which 
will include footage 
from an upcoming 
event set up by the 
organisation. We will 
interview people at 
the event who have 
been directly affected 

Project Brief
Objective
3 main objectives of 
#123GP are:

• Funding: The 
Health and Social 
Care Board must 
fund GP practice 
based counselling 
in line with need 
and ensure100% 
take up of this 
funding by 
practices.

• Training: All 
trainee GPs 
to undertake 
community based 
mental health 
placements. 
All practicing 
GPs to undergo 
mandatory 
professional 
mental health 
training.

• Available 
expertise: 
Professionals with 
mental health 
expertise such 
as mental health 
social workers or 
CPNs to be based 
in GP practices and 
to work as part of 
the primary care 
team. 

Project Outlines

As a group we will 
aim to increase the 
overall awareness 
and need for mental 
health care in GP’s 
by carrying out 
research on other 
successful campaigns, 
introducing our 
findings to the 
#123GP campaign. 
We will create a 
motion graphic, 
promotional 
campaign video and 
to create a new visual 
identity.

Motion Graphic

We plan to create a 
short yet informative 
motion graphic 
to increase the 
awareness of the 
campaign targeting 
mainly The Health 
And Social Care 
Board and also the 
general public. The 
motion graphic will 
act as an educational 
and informative 
video for the general 
public. 



Project Brief

by the issue of mental 
health. The video will 
reinforce the overall 
message to the 
board, showcasing 
real people who are 
effected. Storyboards 
will be created to 
show on how we 
visualise the style 
of the promotional 
video.

Visual Identity 

The visual identity 
of  #123GP will be 
modernised and 
re-vamped. Each 
member in the group 
will come up with 
new ideas for the 
visual identity and 
will be presented 
to the client. This 
visual identity will 
then be used on 
any promotional 
leaflets or media in 
the future to make 
the campaign look 
consistent and 
professional.

Invitation

Our client has also 
asked us to make a 
invitation for a event 
that is taking place 
in Stormont. We will 
create a invitation 
stating the MLA’s 
name, a space for 
the name of the 
person  that they are 
looking to invite, the 
location of the event, 
the name of the 
organisation and also 
the date of the event.

Another thing that 
we will be creating 
for #123GP is a reply 
slip for the event  
including the a yes 
and no  section with 
their name and 
address of the guest.

Timescale

Design deck pitched 
in week 6 (1/11/18)
Filming in November
Final Deadline 
11/01/19
 

Deliverables
New Visual Identity. 
Mental Health Motion 
Graphic.
Promotional 
Campaign Video.
Invitation.

Our Team
Our team was 
supervised by the 
module co-ordinator 
Adrian Hickey and 
the community 
engagement manger 
Claire Mulrone. 
The group consists 
of three final year 
Interactive Media 
students including 
myself,Sorcha 
McVeigh, Jamie 
Dorman and Matthew 
Eccles.



Production Schedule



Logo Research
To start creating a new visual identity I went and looked at health 
organisation logos that are already out there to give me inspiration 
in what I should look about creating for our client. I have included 
a few of the logos that came to my attention when doing my 
research. By doing this give me a brief idea what other mental health 
companies and other services that are all ready out there use.

http://teenm
entalhealth.org/

https://w
w
w.hullccg.nhs.

uk/2016/06/29/join-the-debate-ques-
tion-local-health-leaders/

https://www.artsincriminaljustice.org.uk/new-national-alli-
ance-for-culture-health-and-wellbeing-launches-today/

https://www.graduatesintohealth.co.uk/careers/

https://www.iaymh.org/

ht
tp
s:/
/w

w
w.
he
ns
le
yp
ar
tn
er
s.

co
m
/c
lie
nt
s/

https://www.carealliance.ie/membership
http://louiebowers.com/healthcare.html



Benchmarking
Benchmarking Competitors
As part of our research we went an looked at different promotional 
videos that are similar to what we are going to create to get a better 
insight in what we wish to make. Here I have included a range of 
screen-shots of different videos that I looked at to give me a idea of 
what I would include in the promotional campaign video. 
I have also included a brief summary of what is included in the 
videos.

Stoke Association- 
Lost For Words Video
Mixture between 
animated text and 
video.  
Not much use of 
motion graphics 
Simple and effective 
A call to action at the 
end of the video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oeZE4SSbK1g



Benchmarking

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_55QiweV02U

Samaritans- 360° 
We Listen Video

VR/ 360 video 
Very interactive 
– asks the user a 
question at the start  
No call to action at 
the end but shows a 
hashtag 
Very immersive – 
put the user in a real 
situation 

Oxfam GB- It All 
Starts With You 
Video

https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=X-
yyNCKsMSc4

Narrating over 
footage 
Has a short 
but powerful 
narrative 
Text over footage 
Call to action



Storyboards
Each member of the group had to do storyboards for the motion 
graphic and also for the promotional campaign video. All members 
did this to give out client different ideas of what each different 
piece would look like, an if she wanted to take some ideas from each 
of them and bring them together as one. To begin with I did hand 
drawn copys of the storyboard and then went onto do online copies 
of the storyboards so I could show them to our client.
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Here is the three different logo designs that I done for our client. I 
decided to create three different designs than the original as there 
wasn’t a lot I could revamp with the original. I looked at different 
things related with luck with is where they got the idea to go with a 
wheel idea. I also looked at different logos that are already out there 
to get a more ideas.

Visual Identity



Creating My Visual 
Identity

Step 1
To start off with my 1st 
proposed logo I created a 
square orange colour box 
so I could begin to put the 
name of the campaign into 
the individual boxes.

Step 2
I continued with creating 
the coloured shapes and 
put the number two inside 
this shape.

Step 3
I continued with creating 
the coloured shapes and 
put the number three 
inside this shape.

Step 4
I continued with creating 
the coloured shapes and 
put a G inside this shape.



Creating My Visual 
Identity

Step 6
I continued with creating 
the coloured shapes and 
put a P inside this shape.

Step 7
The next step that I done 
was to create a text box 
and put in “Equip GPs 
with” as I wanted to put 
the rest of the text below.

Step 8
The next step that I done 
was to create a text box 
and put in “mental health” 
as I wanted to put the rest 
of the text below.

Step 9
The next step that I done 
was to create a text box 
and put in “expertise” as I 
wanted to put the text in a 
square shape.



Creating My Visual 
Identity

Step 1&2
For my final proposed logo I decided to go with the idea of luck as 
they said that is the luck of the draw if you get the support you need. 
Therefore I got a photo of dice and included the slogan “Equip GPs 
with Mental Health Expertise” and also “#123GP” so you are able to 
tell what the logo is for.



Creating My Visual 
Identity

Step 1
To start off with my 2nd 
proposed logo I created 
a text box to include the 
campaign’s slogan on it 
which is “Equip GPs with 
mental health expertise”  
and I also included the 
#123GP

Step 2
The next thing that i done 
was to create a circle shape 
to use as a outline for 
putting the smaller circles 
around to ensure that they 
were all fit around the shape 
and created the circle I 
wanted.

Step 3
Once I had all the circles 
made and in the correct 
position I deleted the larger 
circle which I used to guide 
me and then went on to 
change the colours of the 
smaller circle to the different 
colours on the colour pallet.

Step 4
The next step that i done 
was to continue on with 
changing the different 
colours of the smaller circle 
to the different colours of 
the colour pallet.



Creating My Visual 
Identity

Step 5
This is how the logo looked 
before I changed the 
positioning of the text from 
the feedback I got back 
when I pitch my ideas to our 
group and lecture.

Step 6
From the feedback that 
I received I changed the 
positioning of the “Equip 
GPs with Mental Health 
Expertise” to underneath 
the large circle as it would 
be easier to put the logo on 
to different products.

Step 7
I then moved the “#123GP” 
into the centre of the logo 
which allows it to be seen 
and reminds you what the 
logo is for.

Step 8
Finally once I had finished with this design included it into my 
design deck to show my group and where I decided that this logo 
would be the one that I pitch to our client in the final pitch meeting.



Equip GPs with 
Mental Health 

Expertise

#123GP

Visual Identity
Before we pitched to our client I decided which logo that I wanted to 
pitch to her and when doing so I changed the shape of the idea from 
a long rectangle to a shape so that the writing went below the logo  
rather than along side main logo. By doing this also allows for it to 
be put on more things.



T-Shirt and Pin Mock Ups
To give our client a idea of what 
the logo I had created would 
look like I put it onto a range of 
different stuff including T-shirts, 
Pins, hats, the glider bus, bus stop 
and banners and signs.



Hat Mock Ups

Glider Bus
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Pitch Meeting 
Claire Mulrone contacted our client in order to schedule the pitch 
meeting. At our pitch meeting on Thursday the 15th of November 
each member of the group pitched there design deck of ideas to 
the client which included logo designs, storyboards for the motion 
graphic and also the promotional video. During this meeting she 
discussed what she like about each one of our pieces and also what 
she didn’t like that much. This was a crucial meeting as it allowed us 
to get the project moving along and plan for the weeks ahead. It also 
help to schedule when we were filming the different interviews and 
b-roll footage for the Promotional campaign video that needed done. 





New Logo
The final logo that was chosen was different aspects from each of 
the group members pitched logo, for example the coloured circles 
that the numbers are in came from my idea of the circles made up 
from the different coloured circles which are over laid. The numbers 
in the circles came from Matthew logo design idea of the poker 
clips which he said represented how it is a roll of the dice if you get 
treated. Finally the last part of our logo design came from Jamie’s 
idea of the light bulb and the clogs inside it we took the font and 
writing below the image and used that for our final font for the text 
in our logo.

Equip GPs with 
Mental Health 

Expertise

#123GP

My design.

Matthew’s design.



New Logo
Jamie’s design.

Final design.



3 Versions of the Final 
Logo
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Final Products



Final Products



Song Choice
For our promotional campaign video I need to find royalty free music 
to put in the background of the video and behind the voice’s of 
the people being interviewed. Therefore I went and looked on Ben 
Sound which is a website that has a wide range of royalty free music 
and it is where I found the one that I wanted to use for the video. A 
new beginning is what the music I choose is called and said to be a 
pop rock song with an epic and “achievement” feeling which is one 
of the reason i felt that this song would work well with our video.



Shots for the promotional 
campaign video.

As we had to interview four people for the promotional campaign 
video two of which who were telling stories about the support that 
they received one who received great support and one who did not 
receive the support they need, we decided to shoot these interviews 
without their faces in the shot so we focused on the mid section on 
of their body instead. The other two people we interviewed was Dr. 
David Johnston (GP) and Bobby Carlin (Counselling Manger). For 
these shots we used two cameras on them one from a side angle/ mid 
shoot and the other was from a front point of view and is also a mid 
shot of the person being interviewed.





B-roll Shots
For our b-roll shot we decided to go for scenic areas around Belfast 
instead of the tourist attractions in the city centre. A few of the 
places we went to collect some b-roll footage included;
Cavehill, 
Belfast Castle,
The Garden of Remembrance on the falls Road, 
and St Anne’s Cathedral. 
At these different location we took a range of differnet types of shot 
showing different things so it would give us more footage to work 
with for the video.



Questions for interviews
Questions for Dr. David Johnston
1) You have an in-house counsellor working in your practice. Can 
you tell us how that works?
2) As a GP, what do you see as the benefits of having this service 
located in your practice?
3) What additional steps could be taken by the Health and Social 
Care Board to further develop this service across NI?
4) We know that appropriate and timely mental health care 
provided at the primary care level reduces referrals to secondary 
care but also improves patient outcomes. What might a ‘gold 
standard’ mental health care provision within primary care look 
like?
 
Questions for Mr. Bobby Carlin Counselling Manager
1) We know that the number of people experiencing mental health 
problems, such as anxiety and depression, are on the rise across 
society. How can counselling help these people?
2) As a counselling manager, what do you see as the benefits of 
having a counselling service located within a GP practice?
3) What are some of the challenges of providing this service and 
how could these be overcome?
4) How could this service be expanded further as a model of best 
practice?



Invitation and Reply Slip
For our invite and reply slip we had a very limited time to create it as 
we were only asked to create it last minute and they need to be sent 
out in time so they could reach all of the guest. We were also giving 
the information that need to be in the invite and the reply from 
Sara. I created a few different versions for Sara where she gave me 
feedback on what need fixed or added onto the invite itself.



1st Version of Invite.

1st Version of Reply Slip.

2nd Version of Invite

2nd Version of Reply Slip.



Final Version



Communicating

Base Camp
Basecamp was an essential part of this project as it was were we 
were able to upload the work we had done and show both Claire 
and Adrian. Basecamp also allowed us to get feedback from them. 
Base came was very useful as it allowed us to post messages to other 
members of the group and also to Adrian and Claire if we had any 
questions about work. Throughout the semester we created a range 
of different to-do lists which helped us to ensure that we were on 
track with the work that need to be done and also reminded us of 
the different tasks each member had.









Basecamp was not the only form of communication that we used 
throughout this project, as a group we also created a facebook 
group-chat to discuss more about the project, we also exchanged a 
range of emails to each other with different pieces of work on them. 



Communicating with the 
Client

Communicating with our client we used a range of different ways 
to keep in touch about our work such as exchanging emails and 
also through text messages and phone calls. Whenever our client 
need to get in touch with us quickly she would either send myself a 
text message or give me a ring. When we had to exchange work or 
information we would communicate through emails.
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